
PSODES1010
PFSDFS2106

PFSDFS1104

PFSDFS3107

PFSDFS4107

DFS

+ Protective band made of foam for increased comfort

+ Fits over prescription glasses

+ XL size visor

Light and wide, DFS is accessible to all and provides optimal 
protection against liquids

DES

+ Simple and quick lens replacement

+ Wrap-around frame that fits all faces

+ Fits over prescription glasses

DES is an ultra-light, easily interchangeable eye  
protection that adapts to all faces

NINKA

+ 4 packaging sizes to fit all demands

+ Upper frame protection

+ Simple and quick lens replacement

Ergonomic, light and resistant

PSONINK010 
FULL KIT

PSONINS010 
MINI KIT

PSPNINKQ01 
LENS BOX

PSLNINKP01 
FRAME BOX

PET SAFETY EYEWEAR
NATURALLY ANTI-FOG

Safety eyewear are an excellent physical barrier that helps slow the spread of viruses and reduce workplace 
accidents.

However, whether you wear safety glasses, goggles or protective face shield, fog can quickly become a problem. 
That’s why it is necessary to select a product adapted to both your frequency of use and needs. This range of 
glasses, goggles, OTG and face shields combines protection and accessibility to protect your highly exposed 
employees.

FIRST RESPONDERS &
INDUSTRIES ON THE FRONT LINE

PROTECT YOUR EYES, 
PROTECT YOURSELF, 
PROTECT OTHERS.



PSOTG12009

PSOTG10009

PSSS11001

PSSS10001

PSSS12001

PSSS13001

PSSS14001
PSGG16G10

PSGG14204

PSGG13209

PSGG12204

PSGG11209

PSGG19204

PSSBL30-014

PSSBL30-408

G GOGGLES

+ Sealed or indirect vented frames

+ Adjustable headband

+ Fits over prescription glasses

These goggles are easy to use and economical, for enhanced 
protection in every situation

TG OTG

+ Lightweight & compact glasses (<45g)

+ Wide temples for increased protection

+ Upper, lower and side protection

Lightweight protection accessible to everyone that fits over 
prescription eyewear

BL30

+ Anti-scratch & Anti-fog K-lear coating

+ “Stop-in” system on the hinge of the temples

+ Lightweight and screwless frame

BL30 offers a wrap-around protection
and a universal design

S GLASSES

+ Bi-material temples on some versions

+ Wrap-around “single lens” frame for a better vision

+ Fits all face shapes

These glasses offer the ideal compromise between 
impact resistance and accessibility

Europe / Bollé Safety

34, rue de la Soie 
69100 Villeurbanne - France

Ph. 00 33 (0)4 78 85 23 64
E-mail : contact@bolle-safety.com

UK & Ireland / Bollé Safety

Unit C83 - Barwell Business Park
Leatherhead Road - Chessington

Surrey - KT9 2NY - UK
Ph. 00 44 (0)208 391 4700

E-mail: sales@bolle-safety.co.uk

bolle-safety.com

POLYCARBONATE EYEWEAR
WITH ANTI-FOG PERMANENT COATING
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